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returns across various timescales. Commonly followed stock indices of the major 
economies of the G7 and BRIC countries are considered in this study and the 
investigated time period stretches between January 2009 and December 2018. To 
examine the timescale-dependency of stock market return co-movement the study 
firstly uses maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform to decompose the original daily 
return series into series of wavelet coefficients associated with different timescales 
(timescale = number of days).  
 
In bivariate setups using either the U.S. or the U.K. as reference countries, these wavelet 
coefficients are then used as inputs to estimate dynamic conditional correlations using 
the DCC-GARCH model. Estimating time-varying correlations between the decomposed 
return series allows for the investigation of stock market return co-movement dynamics 
across different timescales, with important implications for investors with different 
investment horizons. 
 
The results suggest that stock market return co-movement is timescale-dependent and 
that the time-variation and strength of the return correlation varies across timescales. 
Co-movement was observed to be stronger for larger timescales and so the 
diversification benefits were found to be concentrated over shorter investment horizons. 
In a bivariate setup using the U.S. as a reference country, Japan and the BRIC countries 
excluding Brazil were found to offer the best diversification benefits over the smaller 
timescales. The developed countries generally offered weak diversification benefits from 
the U.S. investor perspective. A combination of regional and developmental factors may 
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Sammandrag:  
Denna avhandling undersöker hur aktieavkastningen mellan olika internationella 
aktiemarknader samvarierat över tiden samt över olika tidsskalor. För detta ändamål 
uppsamlas prisdata för allmänt övervakade aktieindex som representerar de stora 
aktiemarknaderna inom G7 länderna samt BRIC länderna. Den förstnämnda gruppen 
representerar utvecklade länder och den andra gruppen utvecklingsländer. 
Tidsperioden som granskas i denna avhandling sträcker sig mellan januari 2009 och 
december 2018. För att undersöka samvariation mellan aktieavkastningarna över olika 
tidsskalor används waveletanalys, närmare sagt MODWT metoden (eng. maximum 
overlap discrete wavelet transform). Detta innebär en nedbrytning av tidsserierna för 
aktieavkastningarna i flera olika tidsserier som associeras med tidsskalor av olika 
storlek. Tidsskala hänvisar till kategorisering av förfluten tid i exempelvis dagar, 
månader eller år.   
 
Samvariationen undersöks i en parvis uppställning där i första hand amerikanska 
aktiemarknaden och i andra hand den brittiska aktiemarknaden har rollen som 
referensmarknad. MODWT processen ger oss serier av så kallade waveletkoefficienter, 
som är kopplade till olika tidskalor och dessa inmatas parvis i en DCC-GARCH(1,1) 
modell genom vilken estimeringar för den tidvarierande korrelationen mellan de 
uppbrutna aktieavkastningsserierna fås. Som ett resultat av denna tudelade process kan 
denna studie sedan undersöka hur samvariationen mellan de internationella 
aktiemarknadernas avkastningar varierar över tiden samt med hänsyn till olika 
tidsskalor. Resultatet ger insikter gällande effektiv portföljallokering med tanke på 
internationella diversifieringsmöjligheter och vidare har resultatet innebörd för 
investerare som har olika placeringshorisonter 
 
Det erhållna resultatet för denna avhandling påvisar att samvariationen mellan 
aktiemarknaderna beror på tidsskalan. Den uppmätta korrelationen för 
aktieindexparen observerades öka med tidsskalorna. Eftersom aktieavkastningens 
samvariation observerades bli kraftigare i takt med att tidsskalorna ökade i storlek, kan 
man konstatera att diversifieringsnyttan är koncentrared över kortare tidshorisonter. I 
den parvisa uppsättningen med USA som referensmarknad erbjöd Japan och BRIC 
länderna (förutom Brasilien) de mest gynnsamma diversifieringsmöjligheterna över de 
mindre tidsskalorna. De utvecklade länderna uppvisade relativt svag 
diversifieringspotential från den amerikanska investerarens synvinkel. Eftersom 
Kanada uppvisade stark samvariation med USA, och de europeiska marknaderna likaså, 
signalerade även resultatet att regionstillhörighet och utvecklingsnivå har en möjlig 
inverkan på samvariationen.  
 
I den andra uppsättningen agerade Storbritannien referensmarknad och samvariation 
granskades med de övriga europeiska marknaderna som ingår i G7 länderna. Perioden 
efter den så kallade Brexit folkomröstningen kännetecknades av en ökning i de 
estimerade parvisa korrelationsvärdena för de mindre tidsskalorna. Därmed påvisar 
resultatet att omröstningens resultat hade en gemensam kortvarig effekt på de 
europeiska aktiemarknaderna som inkluderades i denna studie. 
 
Nyckelord: Waveletanalys, MODWT, DCC-GARCH, samvariation på 
aktiemarknaden 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The dynamics of international stock market co-movement is a subject that has received 

broad attention in financial research. Examining return correlation between financial 

assets is recognised as a central means of determining the existence of diversification 

gains when combining assets in a portfolio. Moreover, interdependence between 

international financial markets allows for the transmission of shocks across global 

markets and thus adds an international element to managing portfolio risk. A central 

motivation for exploring co-movement between international stock markets, or financial 

markets in general, therefore often centres around its implications for portfolio 

allocation and for risk management.  

Previous studies into the subject of international stock market interdependence have 

found that increased global trade and co-operation have resulted in increased 

international stock market integration. Especially the removal of various international 

trade impediments and foreign investment restrictions have been signalled out as drivers 

of the international financial integration process, among other factors. To provide some 

recent examples, studies by Longin & Solnik (1995), Driessen & Laeven (2007) and 

Lehkonen & Heimonen (2014) present evidence that suggests the interdependence 

between international stock markets has experienced a moderate to strong progressive 

increase over the second half of the 20th century.  

In addition to findings that international stock markets have experienced increased 

interdependence, many studies have found co-movement between international stock 

markets to fluctuate over time. This time-varying nature of international stock market 

co-movement has notably been observed in the form of stronger correlation during 

periods of heightened volatility. Certain markets appear to have stronger influence on 

the volatility of others, and volatility on the U.S. stock market has particularly been 

observed to have an influential role on the volatility of international stock markets. 

Understanding how co-movement between international stock market returns behaves 

under different market conditions and over time is therefore also important for 

managing risk and allocating assets. (Solnik, Boucrelle & le Fur, 1996; Bekaert & Mehl, 

2019)  

Finally, it is well-known that traders in the market for securities have different 

investment horizons and thus have different market monitoring habits. Some investors 

have a long-term focus, possibly up to years, and mainly track market fundamentals 
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while largely disregarding ephemeral events. Conversely, those who trade on a smaller 

timescale, are likely to be more interested in the temporary and short-lived changes in 

the market, rather than just its long-run growth path. Here timescale refers to a length 

of time of different magnitudes (seconds, days, weeks, months, years etc.). (Ramsey, 

1999; Crowley, 2007) Stock market correlation intensity has previously been observed to 

vary across different timescales over which the correlation is measured including in 

articles by Rua & Nunes (2009) and Ranta (2010). Considering investment horizons is 

therefore also important for investors when managing risks and allocating assets.  

In this paper, I will examine how international stock markets have co-moved in the 

decade following the global financial crisis. On the one hand, remarkable technological 

advancements during recent years have made both people and markets more 

interconnected than ever. On the other hand, these developments have been contrasted 

by various major political developments with potentially significant implications for 

global trade structures, and by extension for international stock market 

interdependence. This study uses a combination of wavelet analysis and dynamic 

conditional correlation (DCC) to explore both the timescale-dependence and time-

variation of international stock market co-movement. 

Some previous studies including Lehkonen & Heimonen (2014) suggest that factors such 

as regional belonging and level of development also influence stock market co-

movement. This study therefore takes into consideration both developed and developing 

markets as well as markets from different regions including Asia, Europe and the 

Americas. This article examines co-movement in a pairwise setting. For this purpose, the 

U.S. is used as a reference country in a pairwise setup with the other member countries 

of the G7 (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the U.K.) and the BRIC countries 

(Brazil, Russia, India and China). In a smaller pairwise setting involving just the 

European countries of the G7, the U.K. acts as a reference country.  

1.1 Purpose of the study  

This study will examine time-varying bivariate co-movement between stock market 

returns, across various timescales, using a combination of wavelet analysis and dynamic 

conditional correlation. 
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1.2 Contribution 

This study will provide a multi-layered insight into how a set of major international stock 

markets have evolved in relation to one another over the ten-year period since the global 

financial crisis of 2007-2008. Analysing the co-movement of international stock market 

returns is of central importance for any investor in today’s interconnected global 

financial system and co-movement has significant implications for portfolio construction 

and management. This is true for both allocating assets and managing risks.  

By examining international stock market co-movement in this manner, the paper also 

attempts to shed more light onto any possible developments in the financial integration 

trend that has previously been documented in other studies. From the perspective of 

comparing differences in international diversification benefits between investors in 

developed versus developing markets, this paper will also examine whether it still holds 

true that the gains from international diversification for a U.S. investor are mostly 

concentrated among developing markets as suggested by previous studies. The 

developing markets are represented by the four so-called BRIC countries in this study.  

Additionally, the paper attempts to shed light on how this correlation has potentially 

been affected by recent global trade policy shifts that could be characterized as 

protectionist. Notable among these are the trade war between the USA and China 

beginning in 2018, the announcement of planned renegotiations of the North American 

Free Trade Agreement in 2017 and the results of the 2016 United Kingdom European 

Union membership referendum. 

From an individual investor perspective, the findings of this study can have broad 

implications. It has previously been claimed that co-movement of stock market returns 

is related to developmental and regional aspects. More importantly, however, for 

investors with different investment horizons, i.e., passive versus active investors, the 

finding that stock market co-movement depends on the timescale of returns has stronger 

implications. From a portfolio diversification view, an active investor is more focused on 

co-movement of stock returns at smaller timescales while passive investors tend to have 

longer investment horizons and focus more on the long-term fluctuations. By examining 

the time-varying dynamics of return correlation over different timescales, this study will 

also provide insights regarding diversification benefits over different-length time 

horizons.  
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1.3 Structure of the paper 

The paper commences in Section 2 by presenting some theoretical background to the 

subject matter of this study. Section 3 continues with listing some previous studies on 

the subject of timescale-dependent international stock market interdependence. In 

Section 4, the data collection is described and descriptive statistics for the data set are 

presented. Next, in Section 5, the methodology used in this paper is described in depth, 

and the obtained results of the study are then discussed in Section 6. This paper 

concludes in Section 7. 
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2 THEORY 

The theory section of this paper starts with a brief overview of the main theoretical 

background from which modern portfolio theory evolved and gives special attention to 

how international portfolio diversification fits into this framework. From there the 

section proceeds with broadly discussing various factors that influence international 

stock market integration as well as how financial contagion is connected to market 

linkages. The section concludes with discussing the background of wavelet analysis and 

its applications as a financial analysis method. 

2.1 International portfolio diversification  

The commonly named father of modern portfolio theory Harry Markowitz defined in his 

1952 paper “Portfolio selection” a portfolio construction method based on mean-

variance selection that came to shape the subsequent development of portfolio theory. 

In addition to the familiar concept of minimizing risk for a given level of expected return 

or maximizing the expected return for a given level of risk, a central tenet of his was that 

investors should consider how securities behave together when selecting portfolio assets 

and not simply focus on the inherent characteristics of the securities. Examining how the 

selected securities co-move thus became a central means to mitigate risk without giving 

up on expected return. (Elton & Gruber 1997) 

Levy & Sarnat (1970) summarized this concept of co-movement among the investment 

opportunity set with stating that “as long as the correlation of returns among 

investment options is not perfect, a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for portfolio 

diversification exists”.  A natural adaptation of this theory is that there exists a possibility 

for an investor to mitigate the risk level of their portfolio through geographic 

diversification of portfolio assets as long as the assets considered do not exhibit perfect 

correlation. (Gruber, 1968)  

Since risk reduction through diversification depends on security return correlation 

among the portfolio assets, the natural conclusion is that in cases of perfect correlation 

the risk reduction potential is non-existent. Therefore, when domestic assets exhibit a 

high level of correlation it indicates a potential opportunity for achieving risk reduction 

by going beyond the geographic border of the domestic economy and internationally 

diversifying the securities portfolio. Adding foreign stocks that satisfy the non-perfect 

correlation criteria may reduce portfolio variance considerably, even when these stocks 

offer relatively low return. (Levy & Sarnat, 1970) 
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2.2 Financial integration and market linkage 

The degree to which national markets are integrated with other regional or global 

markets can depend on a variety of factors. Financial literature has characterised 

markets of different degrees of integration by distinguishing between integrated and 

partially or fully segmented markets. It is nonetheless impossible in practice to fully 

determine any market’s actual degree of international integration due to the vast range 

of potential “integration factors” that can influence the magnitude of interdependence 

any market experiences with global markets. (Bekaert & Harvey, 1995) 

Even so, a central aspect linked to financial market integration is the existence or absence 

of impediments to international trade and investment. These investment barriers 

restricting foreign investment in either direction take many forms, but the existence of 

strong restrictions does not necessarily mean a market is not enjoying some degree of 

financial integration, since there are often ways to circumvent these in practice. The 

historical process of global financial market liberalization has played a large role in 

removing these barriers, and largely been attributed to increased market linkage, fuelled 

also in great part by both increased international political and economic integration. 

(Longin & Solnik, 1995)  

2.2.1 Stock market interdependence across different markets  

Developed stock markets have been observed to exhibit a high degree of 

interdependence, since these fulfil many of the conditions for heightened degrees of 

market integration. The U.S. stock market has historically been observed to exhibit 

stronger co-movement with the corresponding Western European markets than with the 

those of less developed economies. (Solnik et al, 1996) This observation has significant 

implications for diversification since strong co-movement implies limited diversification 

benefits. The co-movement between European Union stock markets has likewise been 

observed to be strong, owing partly to the particularly homogeneous financial 

regulations shared among the countries. (Liow & Ye, 2018) 

From the perspective of a U.S. investor, or from the perspective of investors in highly 

developed markets in general, it has therefore been suggested that the true 

diversification benefits lie in expanding the investment opportunity set to include 

emerging markets. Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that the benefits from 

international diversification are concentrated among investors in small developing 

economies while on the other hand these benefits have shrunk for Western developed 
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economies, especially when accounting for transaction costs and short-sales constraints. 

(Driessen & Laeven, 2007)  

Some countries have been noted to display weak co-movement with international 

markets despite being highly integrated into world markets. One explanation is based on 

certain countries having unique industry mixes that aren’t comparable to the average 

world mix. (Bekaert & Harvey 1995) This also means that some markets may generally 

display weak measures of co-movement with international stock markets but on a sector-

level display high correlation with other markets. This has for example been observed for 

the Japanese stock market compared to other developed markets. (Rua & Nunes, 2009)  

2.2.2 Time-varying nature of stock market co-movement 

The liberalisation of global financial markets has not meant a constant upwards 

correlation trend between stock markets but interdependence across markets has rather 

been observed to fluctuate over time. Quite naturally due to their unique market 

conditions and characteristics, different markets exhibit different correlation patterns. 

(Solnik et al, 1996)  

In addition to varying in strength across countries and over time, the co-movement of 

international stock returns has also been found to depend on the return frequency level 

observed. This finding indicates that the benefits from international diversification can 

vary between the short and long term so that investors with different investment 

horizons may not find the same asset combinations beneficial from a diversification 

perspective. (Rua & Nunes, 2009)  

Furthermore, international stock market co-movement has been observed to have a 

tendency to increase in magnitude during time periods of heightened volatility. This is 

especially true for periods when global factors start dominating domestic ones in 

multiple financial markets. Global factors in this case can range from financial crises with 

international implications to regional conflicts that warrant international intervention. 

(Longin & Solnik, 1995)  

While international equity markets are far from fully synchronized, there is evidence that 

suggests that the U.S. has an influential role on other economies when it comes to stock 

market agitation. US volatility has even been observed to have a stronger influence on 

foreign domestic markets than actual national volatility. (Solnik et al 1996) According to 

Bekaert & Mehl (2019) we even see “US-driven” global financial cycles in both liquidity 
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and credit. This in turn causes us to consider the "contagious" nature of volatility which 

brings us to the topic of financial contagion. 

2.2.3 Financial contagion 

Another implication of stock market linkage is the ability of financial shocks to spread 

easily from markets of origin to other connected markets and ultimately potentially 

result in greater global or regional crises. As international financial markets become 

increasingly interdependent the threat posed by financial contagion intensifies, as 

evidenced by the global financial crisis of 2008. Forbes & Rigobon (2001) provides a 

thorough summary of the prevailing theories regarding the subject of financial 

contagion, which they divide into crisis-contingent and non-crisis-contingent theories.  

2.2.3.1 Crisis-contingent contagion theories 

For the first group of theories, financial contagion occurs due to one of three processes: 

endogenous liquidity; multiple equilibria; and political economy. The combining factor 

of these theories is the fact that the transfer of shocks internationally occurs due to 

circumstances only present during an unstable post-crisis period. The three crisis 

contingent theories, as described in Forbes & Rigobon (2001) are introduced in the next 

paragraphs. 

Endogenous liquidity essentially refers to the transmission of financial crises due to 

liquidity shocks. It occurs for example when reduced liquidity causes forced portfolio 

decompositions among investors in the initial crisis-affected country. Due to pressures 

to satisfy margin calls or comply with financial regulation, these investors then resort to 

selling foreign assets thus causing ripple effects in other economies and the spread of the 

crisis internationally. 

Multiple equilibria, on the other hand, is a transmission mechanism based on 

investor psychology. According to this particular theory, financial contagion is driven by 

changes in investor expectations or opinions – not by actual market linkages. This could 

essentially explain how speculative attacks may occur in economies that are generally 

considered fundamentally sound.  

Finally, political economy assumes that central banks are not immune to influence 

and are thus subject to political pressure to keep fixed exchange rate regimes. As a result, 

one country deciding to abandon its peg can result in a domino effect, spreading to other 

countries which subsequently abandon their respective pegs. We thereby ultimately 
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arrive at a situation where exchange rate crises can become “bunched together” due to a 

mechanism not in place prior to the original crisis.  

2.2.3.2 Non-crisis-contingent contagion theories  

Non-crisis-contingent theories assume that the transmission mechanisms that cause 

financial crises to spread internationally are present both before and after the initial 

crisis. When financial shocks spread, they do so due to existing linkages between the 

affected markets. These linkages can generally be tracked over four separate channels: 

trade links, coordinated policy, country re-evaluation and random aggregate shocks. The 

non-crisis-contingent theories are detailed below. (Forbes & Rigobon 2001) 

Financial contagion can occur due to trade links which make the economies of 

countries sensitive to policy changes of its trade partners. For example, one trade partner 

devaluing its currency can reduce the relative competitiveness of another trade partner’s 

goods in such a material way that it applies pressure on this other country to devalue its 

own exchange rate. Ultimately this could lead to severe currency attacks.  

Secondly, policy coordination can force a country to adopt the same policies when 

only one country faces an economic shock, e.g., because of binding clauses in trade 

agreements. These policies can influence the other country’s economy negatively, 

although the initial shock was only felt in the one country. 

The third non-crisis contingent theory, country re-evaluation, once more involves 

investor behaviour rather than objective market mechanisms. The general idea behind 

this theory is that investors may negatively re-evaluate the strength of a country’s 

economy just because it has similar macroeconomic structures to another economy 

which has recently experienced a shock. 

Finally, the random aggregate shocks theory argues that global shocks impact the 

fundamentals of multiple markets concurrently. For example, changes in the 

international interest rates or a contraction of the international capital supply can lead 

to growth slumps in multiple economies at the same time and simultaneously increased 

cross-market correlations.   

2.3 Wavelet analysis in economic research 

In this section the concept of wavelets will be introduced. Wavelet analysis has extensive 

documented use in many different areas of scientific research. For example, its useful 
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application has been recognised in areas including signal processing, engineering and 

physics. Wavelet analysis is a somewhat more novel method for analysing economic and 

financial data, but specific applications of wavelet analysis have received wide attention 

in economic and financial research. These include for example applying wavelet analysis 

techniques in forecasting, in examining structural change and in timescale 

decomposition. (Ramsey, 1999) 

While finance literature has successfully applied certain wavelet analysis techniques to 

analysing economic variables, other applications of wavelet analysis are considered 

unsuitable for analysing economic data. Since the origins of wavelet analysis are in signal 

processing, certain techniques assume signals are continuous and moreover may be 

infinite in length. Economic variables, often referred to as signals in financial research 

involving wavelet analysis, differ from these “traditional” signals since they are often 

sampled discretely and are assumed to have a beginning and an end point. (Crowley, 

2007)  

Wavelet analysis is often compared to spectral analysis with which it shares many 

similarities. The spectral analysis tool Fourier transform is often compared to wavelet 

transform since part of the wavelet analysis origins can be traced to Fourier analysis. 

Wavelet methods have some advantages over Fourier methods when it comes to studying 

financial time series data, since the latter method is unable to deal with time-varying 

cycles and relies on data being stationary. In particular, wavelet analysis allows one to 

decompose a time series into components associated with several timescales as opposed 

to Fourier analysis where time domain data is transformed into frequency domain data.  

Wavelet analysis is therefore able to capture complicated time series patterns which are 

local in time – including variability bursts, regime changes and trends – and not simply 

global movements which the Fourier transform captures. (In & Kim, 2013)  

The literal meaning of wavelet is a small wave, with a finite beginning point in time and 

a finite ending point in time, exhibiting oscillatory behaviour in between. Regardless of 

the shape of the wavelet, it always has a defined number of oscillations lasting through a 

specific period of time or space. Wavelets have a flexible functional form and can thus be 

“stretched” and “squeezed” to mimic a series under examination. As such, wavelets have 

many useful attributes for locally capturing time series features. (Crowley, 2007)  

The decomposition of a time series into component series associated with different 

timescales is done through wavelet transform. Since financial time series data is 
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observed and collected at regular intervals (i.e. discrete points in time), discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT) is generally used in scale decomposition. Depending on the nature of 

the signal one could also have continuous wavelet transform (CWT). A variant of the 

DWT is the maximum overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) introduced later in 

this study. 

The transform process involves filtering an original “signal” into an alternative 

representation in the timescale domain. This is done by applying high- and low-pass 

filters (so-called mother and father wavelet filters), where the former represents detailed 

and high-frequency parts of a signal and the latter smooth and low frequency parts of a 

signal. The process gives us sets of coefficients associated with variations in the original 

time series across determined timescales. The process is influenced with what type of 

wavelet filter “family” one uses since these differ regarding their filter transfer function 

characteristics and the filter lengths. Daubechies filters are often preferred in financial 

time series analysis since it is considered to offer the most accurate time alignment 

between the original time series and the resulting wavelet coefficients at different scales. 

(Gallegati, 2008)  

By decomposing time series into components associated with variations over different 

timescales, one can examine how different time series relate two one another over 

changing time-horizons. This will allow for the examination of how the co-movement 

between returns of stock markets varies across timescales. In Section 5 of this paper, a 

comprehensive description is provided regarding how wavelet transform is implemented 

in this study and therefore I will refrain from going into more in-depth description of the 

wavelet transform process. For a comprehensive presentation of wavelet analysis and its 

various economic applications see Crowley (2007). 
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3 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITERATURE 

In this section previous studies in the subject of timescale-dependent stock market co-

movement are presented. The studies have been selected based on asset classes 

examined, methods used and the date of publication. This section concludes with a 

summary table highlighting the methods and data used in the selected studies in order 

to also provide a more concise overview of previous empirical evidence relating to this 

subject.  

3.1 International comovement of stock market returns: A wavelet 
analysis 

Rua & Nunes (2009) explore stock return co-movement on an international level for 

equity indices representing the major stock markets of Germany, Japan, the U.K. and the 

U.S. The article examines this topic both on an aggregate index level as well as a sectoral 

level. 

The data collected for the study consists of monthly stock price data from broad-based 

country indices as well as a separate breakdown of the data involving the ten economic 

sectors that make up the indices. The sample period stretches from January 1973 to 

December 2007, resulting in a collection of 420 observations. There were some 

exceptions to this since certain country-sector combinations did not have available data 

for the full period. Monthly stock returns were defined in this paper as the log first 

differences of the monthly stock price observations and moreover returns were 

denominated in the domestic currency of their respective home countries. The paper 

employs wavelet squared coherency to examine how the return co-movement has 

changed over time and across timescales. 

The general takeaway from the results of this paper is that for the time period studied, 

the strongest co-movement was observed over longer time horizons. The authors also 

observed that in addition to varying across countries, co-movement also varied across 

sectors. For example, while Japan’s stock market return was generally weakly correlated 

with the other countries’ respective return series, certain sectors within the Japanese 

economy displayed high levels of co-movement with the same sectors in other countries 

during certain time periods and over specific timescales. 

Furthermore, they note that while the degree of co-movement appears to have changed 

over time, the changes are in many cases confined to certain timescales. The changes 

appear to fluctuate between gradual and sudden surges of increased co-movement. 
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Specific instances of intensified co-movement are attributed to both increased financial 

integration and instances of financial contagion. 

3.2 Wavelet Multiresolution Analysis of Financial Time Series  

In Ranta (2010) applications of wavelet methods in finance and economics are examined. 

The main purpose of the paper is to show the benefits of employing wavelet analysis in 

financial time series analysis, both through exploring new applications for wavelet 

methods within the financial time series analysis realm as well as gaining new insights 

through applying wavelet techniques to previous research topics. While the author 

examines multiple novel and extended applications of wavelet methods, the one most 

closely linked topic to this study is the examination of linkages between major equity 

markets using wavelet correlation and wavelet cross-correlation.  

The data gathered for this study consists of daily returns calculated as a difference of the 

logarithmic price series based on the equity indices DAX 30, FTSE 100, S&P 500 

Composite and Nikkei 225, representing Germany, Great Britain, the U.S. and Japan 

respectively. The investigated period stretches between May 10, 1988 and January 31, 

2007, resulting in 4891 observations per index. Furthermore, based on the return series, 

conditional volatility series are calculated, and for this purpose the study applies the 

generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) model. 

To study correlation between the returns of major world stock indices the paper uses 

wavelet correlation and cross-correlation. Wavelet correlation uses the MODWT 

estimator and is calculated from the return series while the estimation of cross-

correlation is based on the conditional volatility series. In the multiresolution analysis 

the author chooses to use nine timescales, where the first one represents 1-2 day averages 

and the ninth one 256-512 day averages. Daubechies least asymmetric wavelet filter of 

length 8 (LA(8)) is utilized in the MODWT.  

The results show a rich timescale-dependent structure in stock index return linkages. An 

overall trend observed in the study is of increasing correlation as the time horizon gets 

longer. Thus, correlations are observed to be weakest at the smallest scales and the 

correlation strength increases with timescale. From a portfolio diversification 

perspective, the most efficient diversification is achieved at the smallest timescale. 

Especially Nikkei listed stocks were found to exhibit low return correlation with the other 

indices included in the study and the author therefore argues for its inclusion when 

constructing portfolios. The most favourable combinations with other indices varied 
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with the timescale. Cross-correlation was also found to vary over timescales observed. 

For smaller timescales and on the largest timescale, volatility spillover from S&P 500 to 

other indices was observed. On “medium” timescales, volatility spillovers were observed 

from the European indices. The author concludes that investors should consider their 

investment horizon when deciding on risk management and asset allocation measures. 

3.3 A wavelet-based approach to test for financial market contagion 

Gallegati (2012) uses a wavelet-based approach to explore if contagion occurred during 

the U.S. subprime crisis of 2007. Timescale decomposition is utilized to distinguish 

between contagion and interdependence based on a frequency domain interpretation, 

according to which lower scales (higher frequencies) are associated with contagion while 

higher scales (lower frequencies) are related to interdependence. The stock markets 

included in the study are the equity indices of the G7 countries as well as those of Brazil 

and Hong Kong. 

The data collected for the study consists of daily close-to-close price data for the equity 

indices S&P 500 (US), S&P TSX (Canada), NIKKEI 225 (Japan), FTSE 100 (UK), CAC 

40 (France), DAX 30 (Germany), FTSE MIB (Italy), BVSP (Brazil), and HSI (Hong 

Kong). The sample period spans from June 2003 to December 2008, and the total daily 

observations per market vary between 1303 and 1377. The study includes a separation of 

the examined period into a pre-crisis and a post-crisis period, where the separation date 

occurs at the end of July 2007. Index return is calculated as natural logarithmic 

differences of the daily stock prices. To perform timescale decomposition, the author 

applies the maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) after which cross-

correlations are examined over the three smallest timescales. 

The results of the study indicate the occurrence of international contagion from the U.S. 

stock market during the crisis period. The effects of this contagion phenomenon were 

observed to be different across countries and the contagion effects were furthermore 

observed to be vary over timescales.  

3.4 Timescale-dependent stock market comovement: BRICs vs. developed 
markets 

In their paper Lehkonen & Heimonen (2014) compare a set of developed and developing 

markets by studying the co-movement of their equity market price index returns. The 

authors chose to use the US as a reference country when calculating pairwise return 

correlation between the markets and specifically study co-movement between the stock 
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markets of the BRIC countries, the U.K., Germany, Japan, Canada, Australia and Hong 

Kong.  

The data sample stretches between December 1994 to September 2010, with a total of 

4096 observations per index. The daily index data is measured in US dollars and the 

return data calculated as the log differences of the price data. The authors then use 

discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to obtain wavelet-decomposed returns of the 11 

markets for six timescales. They then fit a bivariate DCC GARCH (1,1) model to these 

decomposed log-return series in order to assess the market returns co-movement across 

timescales. 

Among its main findings, the study finds that the dynamicity and strength of return co-

movement among the selected markets appears to depend on the timescale. As the 

timescale increases, so does the correlation intensity while dynamicity decreases. The 

results also support previous findings that there exist portfolio diversification gains from 

investing within developing BRIC markets and between the BRICs and the developed 

markets. The authors finally note that for larger timescales, the diversification benefits 

offered by the developed markets are practically non-existent from the U.S. investor 

perspective. 
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4 DATA 

In this section, the data used in this study is presented in depth. First the data collection 

process is detailed, then reasoning behind selecting the specific equity indices for this 

study is presented and finally descriptive statistics of the log-return series is given. 

4.1 Data collection 

The data for this study consists of equity index price data which were collected from the 

Thomson Reuters Eikon database. The data are specified as closing price figures and  

collected on a daily basis in USD. This study examines international co-movement in the 

post-financial crisis decade, and as such the time period has been specified to stretch 

between the beginning of 2009 and the end of 2018. Weekends are omitted from the 

data. 

For the purpose of comparing markets classified as developed and developing, this study 

characterizes the countries included in our sample as the developed G7 markets and 

developing BRIC markets. The G7 countries include Canada, France, Germany, Italy, 

Japan, the UK and the US while the BRIC abbreviation stands for Brazil, Russia, India 

and China. Choosing to include both the developed and emerging markets in this study 

allows for the examination of whether co-movement varies with respect to the level of 

development. The selected countries also represent multiple regions, including Asia 

(China, India, Japan and Russia), Europe (France, Germany, Italy and the U.K.) and 

finally the Americas (Brazil, Canada and the U.S.).  

The equity indices chosen to represent each market included in this study are detailed in 

Table 2 on the next page. 
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Table 2 Equity indices and the respective markets they represent 

Equity Indices 

The U.S. S&P 500 

Canada S&P/TSX Composite  

The U.K.  FTSE 100 

France CAC 40 

Germany DAX 

Italy FTSE MIB 

Japan Nikkei 225 

Brazil BOVESPA  

Russia RTS  

India  S&P BSE 100  

China Shanghai SE A Share (SSEA) 

 

4.2 Descriptive statistics 

Once the index price data are collected, the next step is to calculate daily returns. Stock 

returns are calculated as log returns of the price index data (in %) leading to a total of 

2608 observations per index. Table 3 gives descriptive statistics of the obtained index-

specific return data. The table includes mean returns (in % of a %), standard deviations 

(in % of a %) as well as skewness and kurtosis figures.  

Table 3 Descriptive statistics of the index-specific log returns  

 

From the descriptive statistics table we observe positive mean returns for all the selected 

market indices with the exception of the Italian Milano Indice di Borsa index (FTSE 

MIB). On an average basis, the BRIC indices offered higher levels of mean return at 

higher standard deviations than the G7 indices. However, on a market-specific level, the 

highest mean return value is observed for the U.S. S&P 500 index which also claimed the 

Index Min Max Mean SD Skewness Excess Kurtosis

S&P 500 -6.8958 6.8366 0.0391 1.0307 -0.3219 5.2723

S&P/TSX Composite -6.8837 6.5993 0.0135 1.2527 -0.3450 3.2537

FTSE 100 -11.6066 6.0298 0.0107 1.2152 -0.5276 5.8519

CAC 40 -10.7849 9.3932 0.0072 1.4957 -0.2092 4.0266

DAX -9.4678 7.6179 0.0222 1.4679 -0.2666 3.2651

FTSE MIB -15.7320 10.8564 -0.0103 1.8038 -0.4092 4.4056

Nikkei 225 -10.0321 8.7588 0.0236 1.3045 -0.2838 4.2260

BOVESPA -16.2461 9.8650 0.0130 2.1283 -0.1427 2.9639

RTS -13.2546 13.2462 0.0183 1.8835 -0.1816 5.6185

S&P BSE 100 -7.9396 19.0414 0.0367 1.3974 0.6923 15.4493

Shanghai SE A Share (SSEA) -9.0915 5.9066 0.0117 1.4229 -0.8912 5.5026
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lowest standard deviation value of all the log-return series. The Brazilian Bovespa equity 

index showed the highest standard deviation of all markets as well as a relatively low 

level of mean return.   

The Italian index log-return series turned out to be somewhat of an outlier in the G7 

group and as mentioned already displays the only negative average return during the 

sample period. The log-return series for the Italian equity index furthermore displayed a 

higher standard deviation than two of the BRIC countries. According to the table, the 

U.S. index on the other hand, contradicts the risk-return relationship by offering the 

highest mean return at the lowest risk, measured in standard deviation.  

From the table we can also note that when it comes to the measure of skewness of the 

return series, the Indian equity index log-return series is the only one to display positive 

skewness. Additionally, all market log-return series appear to be leptokurtic, with 

positive excess kurtosis observed in each market.  

Table 4 Jarque Bera and augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistics 

Index Jarque-Bera  ADF 

S&P 500 3073*** -15.208** 

S&P/TSX Composite  1205.6*** -15.484** 

FTSE 100 3851*** -15.623** 

CAC 40 1785.6*** -15.366** 

DAX 1192.8*** -15.116** 

FTSE MIB 2187.5*** -13.905** 

Nikkei 225 1980.9*** -14.714** 

BOVESPA  966.42*** -13.261** 

RTS  3452.8*** -13.692** 

S&P BSE 100  26193*** -13.226** 

Shanghai SE A Share (SSEA) 3643.7*** -12.845** 

 

Additionally, in Table 4, the statistics for Jarque-Bera tests for the normality of returns 

are presented as well as for augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for return series stationarity. 

Firstly, the Jarque-Bera test statistics signal that the log-return series in fact do not have 

normal distribution and the null hypothesis is rejected at the 1 % significance level 

(indicated by ***). The results from the augmented Dickey-Fuller tests indicate that the 

log-return series are stationary as the null hypothesis of non-stationarity is rejected at 

the 5 % significance level (indicated by **). 
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5 METHODOLOGY 

The empirical part of this study will examine stock market interdependence between the 

selected countries by investigating dynamic cross-correlations which takes into account 

timescales. This is achieved in a two-step process which combines wavelet analysis and 

dynamic conditional correlation. A similar approach has previously been employed by 

for example Lehkonen & Heimonen (2014) where stock index return series were 

decomposed into component series associated with different timescales using the 

discrete wavelet transform (DWT) approach. After that the resulting wavelet-

decomposed return series were used as inputs for the DCC GARCH (1,1) model. This 

study, on the other hand, diverges from their approach by using maximum overlap 

discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) instead of DWT. How the empirical part of this 

study will progress and discussion on why the methods in question were chosen is 

described in detail in the next sections. 

5.1 Maximum overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) 

Wavelet transform allows one to decompose a time series X = [ X1, X2,…, XT ] into chunks 

that are associated with variations in that time series over various timescales. This is 

done by filtering (i.e. multiplying and summing) the time series with wavelet and scaling 

filters. These filters are denoted by h = [ h0, h1,…, hL-1 ] and g  = [g0, g1,…, gL-1 ], 

respectively. An example of the filters is given in Figure 1 (Daubechies filters of length L 

= 8). 

 

Figure 1 Wavelet and scaling filters 
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The filters h, g are modified to allow for time-scale-specific information to be extracted 

from X. Depending on the modification ('stretching' or 'stretching' and normalizing), one 

can have DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) filters or MODWT (Maximum Overlap 

Discrete Wavelet Transform) filters. The modified filters are denoted by hj and gj and 

their lengths in the second variant (MODWT) become Lj  = (2j -  1)(L -  1) + 1. The index 

j  refers to a level j  = 1,  2,…, J0, where the integer J0 ≤  J  = [log2 (T )] (for example, when 

T  = 2500, [log2 (T )] = 11) and is associated with timescales in the interval [2j,  2j+1 ] (see 

Table 5) Afterwards, the filters are periodized (repeated) to have length T . Following the 

framework in Lehkonen & Heimonen (2014), this study will use six levels, allowing for 

examination of correlation on daily, weekly, half-monthly, monthly, quarterly and semi-

annual timescales.  

Table 5 Levels used in this study and their corresponding timescales, in days 

j 2j – 2j+1 (days) 

1 2-4 

2 4-8 

3 8-16 

4 16-32 

5 32-64 

6 64-128 

 

The result of filtering the time series X with level j MODWT wavelet filter are MODWT 

wavelet coefficients 

dj,t = ∑ hj,l

T−1

l=0

Xt−l−1 mod T  

and the result of filtering X with level j MODWT scaling filter are MODWT scaling 

coefficients 

sj,t = ∑ gj,l

T−1

l=0

Xt−l−1 mod T. 

As before, the index j refers to a level and index t refers to time/day, t = 1, 2, …, T and 

'mod' is the modulo operation. Intuitively, if the coefficient dj,t is 'large' that means that 

at time instant t, the change in X corresponding to timescales in the range 2j -2j+1  is 
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'large'. In this article MODWT is used instead of DWT because MODWT produces as 

many wavelet and scaling coefficients as the length of the time series X, instead of 

reducing their number by 2 with each increase in j by one, as in DWT.   

Multiresolution decomposition of X into components associated with variations in X 

over various timescales is  

X = D1 + D2 + …, DJ0 + SJ0, 

where Dj (detail) and Sj (smooth) are vectors of length T based on level j wavelet and 

scaling MODWT coefficients. The elements of Dj and Sj are 

Dj,t = ∑ hj,l

T−1

l=0

dj,t+l mod T 

Sj,t = ∑ gj,l

T−1

l=0

sj,t+l mod T. 

In this article, the main focus is on the wavelet coefficients dj,t, j = 1, 2, . . . , J0 and t = 1, 

2, . . . , T and these will be used in DCC-GARCH analysis. An example of these is shown 

in Figure 2 where the results of performing MODWT on the log-return series for the US 

equity index is presented. The top subplot in the figure illustrates the original log-return 

series. 
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Figure 2 MODWT of the return series for the US equity index  

 

After applying the MODWT on the original 11 equity index log-return series, the result is 

6 wavelet coefficient series per equity index, totalling 66 wavelet coefficient series. These 

will be used as inputs when estimating bivariate dynamic conditional correlations, the 

process which is detailed in the next section. 

5.2 DCC GARCH 

The aim of this section is to explain how the DCC-GARCH(1,1) model is fitted in order to 

examine the evolution of pairwise dynamic conditional correlations between sets of 

markets. More specifically, this step of the study is performed to obtain estimates of 

dynamic correlations between the decomposed return series obtained in the MODWT 

stage in a bivariate setup.  
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5.2.1 Background of the DCC-GARCH model 

The dynamic conditional correlation GARCH model proposed by Engle (2002) 

generalizes a framework previously introduced in Bollerslev (1990), namely the constant 

conditional correlation GARCH model (CCC-GARCH). A distinct difference between the 

two is that instead of keeping correlation constant, the DCC analysis uses GARCH time 

series analysis to incorporate conditional correlations in a dynamic context. Correlation 

is often assumed not to be constant for financial assets, so while the CCC-GARCH allows 

for time-varying conditional variances and covariances it has a clear disadvantage to the 

DCC-GARCH when it comes to examining time-varying conditional correlations.  

Furthermore, there are computational advantages to using the DCC-GARCH model over 

other multivariate GARCH models. First, it combines the flexibility of univariate GARCH 

models and parsimonious parametric models for correlations while avoiding the 

complexity that comes with conventional multivariate GARCH models. One benefit of 

the DCC-GARCH model is that the number of parameters that are estimated in the 

correlation process is independent of the number of series to be correlated. This allows 

for the estimation of potentially very large matrices. In comparison, models such as the 

VECH model introduced in Bollerslev et al (1988) or the BEKK model by Engle & Kroner 

(1995) are good examples of set-ups where the complexity is a serious issue, because the 

number of estimated parameters rapidly increases when adding more dependent 

variables. (Lehkonen & Heimonen, 2014) For a comprehensive discussion on the 

benefits and drawbacks of various multivariate GARCH models, see Bauwens et al 

(2006). 

5.2.2 The DCC-GARCH(1,1) model 

The process for estimating dynamic conditional variances and correlations is divided 

into two stages, which in practice separates the procedure’s univariate and multivariate 

dynamics. The first stage involves fitting univariate GARCH models to each univariate 

series to obtain time-varying conditional standard deviations, √ℎ𝑖,𝑡 (defined below). The 

estimates from the univariate model stage are then used as inputs in the second stage in 

which we can subsequently estimate the DCC parameters which describe the conditional 

correlation dynamics. A detailed description of how this whole process is implemented 

is provided in the paragraphs that follow. 

First, we specify the return equation as an AR(1) model with GARCH(1,1) error term 
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𝑟𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛾𝑖,𝑜 + 𝛾𝑖,1𝑟𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡,  𝜀𝑖,𝑡~𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻(1,1), (1) 

where 𝛾𝑖,𝑜 is a constant and 𝛾𝑖,1is the lag-1 coefficient of the AR(1) model for the 𝑖th series, 

𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛 = 11, and 𝑟𝑖,𝑡 is the return for the 𝑖th series at time 𝑡 = 1,2, . . , 𝑇. The equation 

includes an AR(1) term to account for autocorrelation which is often present when 

dealing with financial asset returns. Then the error from the AR(1) model, 𝑟𝑖,𝑡 −

(𝛾𝑖,𝑜 + 𝛾𝑖,1𝑟𝑖,𝑡−1)=𝜀𝑖,𝑡, is assumed to be a GARCH(1,1) process, namely, 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 =

√ℎ𝑖,𝑡𝑧𝑖,𝑡  ,where {𝑧𝑖,𝑡} is an IID normally distributed sequence (mean 0 and variance 1) 

and the conditional variance is ℎ𝑖,𝑡 = 𝜔𝑖 + 𝛼𝑖𝜀𝑖,𝑡−1
2 + 𝛽𝑖ℎ𝑖,𝑡−1.  

Before we move to the multivariate part, we mention here that since we have decomposed 

our initial return series using MODWT over various timescales, the return series 𝑟𝑖 =

(𝑟𝑖,1, 𝑟𝑖,2, … , 𝑟𝑖,𝑇) in the above equation will be the sequence of wavelet coefficients of series 

𝑖, at a given level (d1 or d2 or... or d6 - six sets of analyses per one country or country 

pair) and not the returns themselves (one analysis per one country or country pair). In 

addition, because the sequences d1, d2, ..., d6 have zero-mean (by construction), one 

could opt for removing the constant term in the above equation, but we will keep it there, 

in line with Lehkonen & Heimonen (2014). 

In the multivariate stage, we put the error-related terms, at time 𝑡, in vectors εt  =  (ε1,t, ε-

2,t, … , εn,t)′ and zt  =  (z1,t, z2,t, … , zn,t)′, and assume that 𝐸[𝑧𝑡𝑧𝑡
′] = 𝐼𝑛 , 𝐸[ε𝑡|Ω𝑡−1] = 0𝑛 

and 𝐸[ε𝑡ε𝑡
′ |Ω𝑡−1] = 𝐻𝑡, where 𝐻𝑡 is the conditional covariance matrix of εt, given the 

information available up to time 𝑡 − 1; 𝐼𝑛 is the identity matrix of size 𝑛 and 0𝑛 is a 

column vector of zeros of length 𝑛. Choosing a specific form of the conditional covariance 

matrix 𝐻𝑡 leads to a specific multivariate model. 

In the DCC-GARCH model the conditional covariance matrix is expressed as 

𝐻𝑡 = 𝐷𝑡𝑅𝑡𝐷𝑡, 

where the time-varying standard deviations obtained from fitting the series with 

univariate GARCH models are included in the diagonal of matrix 𝐷𝑡 which at time 𝑡 is 

expressed as  
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𝐷𝑡 =

[
 
 
 
 √ℎ1𝑡 0 ⋯ 0

0 √ℎ2𝑡 ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋱ ⋱ 0

0 ⋯ 0 √ℎ𝑛𝑡]
 
 
 
 

. 

The second unique element of the conditional covariance matrix, 𝐻𝑡, is the time-varying 

conditional correlation matrix of εt, 𝑅𝑡. This symmetric matrix is expressed as 

𝑅𝑡 = 

[
 
 
 

1 𝜌12,𝑡 ⋯ 𝜌1𝑛,𝑡

𝜌12,𝑡 1 ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ 𝜌𝑛−1,𝑛,𝑡   

𝜌1𝑛,𝑡 ⋯ 𝜌𝑛−1,𝑛,𝑡   1 ]
 
 
 

. 

There are two necessary criteria for defining the DCC-GARCH process: 

1. The conditional variance matrix (𝐻𝑡) must be positive-definite. This means in 

practice that the correlation matrix 𝑅𝑡 needs to be positive-definite since 𝐷𝑡 is 

always positive-definite due to its structure with only positive diagonal elements.  

2. The elements of the 𝑅𝑡 matrix should all be equal or less than 1.  

Assuming these criteria are met,  𝑅𝑡  can additionally be defined in the following way 

which includes the dynamic conditional correlation specification, 𝑅𝑡 =

𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑄𝑡)
−1/2𝑄𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑄𝑡)

−1/2 , where 

𝑄𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽)�̅� + 𝛼(ε𝑡−1ε𝑡−1′) + 𝛽𝑄𝑡−1. (2) 

The matrix �̅� (𝑛𝑥𝑛) is the unconditional covariance matrix of vector ε𝑡 and 𝑄𝑡 =

[𝑞𝑖𝑗,𝑡], 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2… . , 𝑛 is the time-varying covariance matrix of vector ε𝑡 from which the 

dynamical conditional correlation 𝜌𝑖𝑗,𝑡 between series 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛 for 

𝑡 = 1,… , 𝑇 can be extracted. 

Maximum likelihood is used to estimate the model and in the case of the DCC-

GARCH(1,1) model we obtain estimates of the two non-negative scalar parameters α and 

β. These parameters are required to satisfy the condition α + β < 1. 

This process thereby gives us a time-varying correlation estimate between two series - in 

our case two series will be AR(1)-filtered wavelet coefficients from a given level for two 

countries. When the series are moving in the same direction, the correlation between the 

series increases. Conversely, we observe a low correlation value when the series move in 
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opposite directions. The restriction that the scalar parameters should always have a 

combined value of less than one (α + β < 1) implies that after a shock, the time-dependent 

correlation between the two series eventually returns to a long-run (average) level. The 

length of time it takes for the correlation to revert to that level depends on the parameters 

α and β, where α and β depict short- and long-run persistence, respectively. In the next 

section, the results from fitting the DCC-GARCH (1,1) model in a pairwise setup will be 

presented, and the focus will be on the obtained estimates of dynamic conditional 

correlation and estimates of the parameters α and β. How these estimates differ when 

taking into account timescales is of special interest. 
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6 RESULTS 

In this section, the empirical results of the fitting the bivariate DCC GARCH (1,1) model 

to the AR(1)-filtered wavelet coefficients of the log-return series from the selected equity 

indices are presented. The results are presented in two sub-sections, where the first one 

involves the setup where the U.S. is used as a reference country and paired with the 10 

other markets. The second sub-section presents and discusses the results of a similar 

bivariate setup with the U.K. as a reference country combined with each of the three 

other European Union members of the G7, i.e., France, Germany and Italy. In the 

subsequent text, the G7 countries excluding the U.S. are referred to as the G6 countries.  

6.1 Results of the bivariate setup with the U.S.  

Table 6 on the next pages presents the results of the combined MODWT and DCC-

GARCH (1,1) for the setup using the U.S. as a reference country in pairwise combinations 

with the G6 markets and BRIC markets.  The table reports the estimates of  and  from 

fitting the DCC-GARCH to each of the ten country pairs and the sum of the estimates, 

and the results are reported from d1 to d6.  
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Table 6 Results of the DCC-GARCH(1,1) with the U.S. as a reference country 

d1 α β α+β 

Canada 0.1477*** 0.7630*** 0.9107 

the U.K. 0.1172** 0.6763*** 0.7935 

France 0.0481 0.9277*** 0.9758 

Germany 0.0312 0.9568*** 0.9880 

Italy 0.1038** 0.6306*** 0.7344 

Japan 0.0845*** 0.6040*** 0.6885 

        

Brazil 0.0987*** 0.8545*** 0.9532 

Russia 0.1302*** 0.5431*** 0.6733 

India 0.1245*** 0.5248*** 0.6493 

China 0.1071*** 0.6124*** 0.7195 

d2 α β α+β 

Canada 0.2074*** 0.6973*** 0.9047 

the U.K. 0.2014*** 0.6604*** 0.8618 

France 0.1741*** 0.6999*** 0.8740 

Germany 0.1572*** 0.7405*** 0.8977 

Italy 0.2210*** 0.6100*** 0.8310 

Japan 0.1264*** 0.7005*** 0.8269 

        

Brazil 0.1878*** 0.7441*** 0.9319 

Russia 0.2292*** 0.6227*** 0.8519 

India 0.1768*** 0.6354*** 0.8122 

China 0.1569*** 0.6311*** 0.7880 

d3 α β α+β 

Canada 0.2777*** 0.6560*** 0.9337 

the U.K. 0.2758*** 0.6734*** 0.9492 

France 0.2643*** 0.6830*** 0.9473 

Germany 0.2693*** 0.6864*** 0.9557 

Italy 0.2584*** 0.6929*** 0.9513 

Japan 0.1977*** 0.7200*** 0.9177 

        

Brazil 0.2562*** 0.6784*** 0.9346 

Russia 0.2568*** 0.6669*** 0.9237 

India 0.2475*** 0.6667*** 0.9142 

China 0.2540*** 0.6452*** 0.8992 

      Continued on the next page 
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Table 6 continued 

d4 α β α+β 

Canada 0.6658*** 0.1546*** 0.8204 

the U.K. 0.5921*** 0.1759*** 0.7680 

France 0.5974*** 0.1751*** 0.7725 

Germany 0.6048*** 0.1851*** 0.7899 

Italy 0.6135*** 0.1334*** 0.7469 

Japan 0.5433*** 0.0925*** 0.6358 

        

Brazil 0.6815*** 0.1010*** 0.7825 

Russia 0.6397*** 0.1058*** 0.7455 

India 0.5748*** 0.1222*** 0.6970 

China 0.5973*** 0.1080*** 0.7053 

d5 α β α+β 

Canada 0.7537*** 0.1447*** 0.8984 

the U.K. 0.7009*** 0.1812*** 0.8821 

France 0.6989*** 0.1421*** 0.8410 

Germany 0.7329*** 0.1390*** 0.8719 

Italy 0.7480*** 0.1197*** 0.8677 

Japan 0.6438*** 0.2095*** 0.8533 

        

Brazil 0.7529*** 0.1136*** 0.8665 

Russia 0.7162*** 0.1674*** 0.8836 

India 0.7395*** 0.1193*** 0.8588 

China 0.6974*** 0.1593*** 0.8567 

d6 α β α+β 

Canada 0.7053*** 0.2256*** 0.9309 

the U.K. 0.6627*** 0.2860*** 0.9487 

France 0.7232*** 0.1963*** 0.9195 

Germany 0.7347*** 0.2024*** 0.9371 

Italy 0.5565*** 0.3631*** 0.9196 

Japan 0.6749*** 0.2442*** 0.9191 

        

Brazil 0.7126*** 0.2282*** 0.9408 

Russia 0.7514*** 0.1673*** 0.9187 

India 0.7631*** 0.1661*** 0.9292 

China 0.7102*** 0.2189*** 0.9291 
∗∗∗ Denotes significance at 1 % level. ∗∗ Denotes significance at 5 % level. ∗ Denotes 
significance at 10 % level. 

 

Overall the empirical results support the presence of dynamic conditional correlation 

between the country pairs. This is indicated by the highly statistically significant  and  

estimates for more or less every country pair spanning the entire sample from d1 to d6. 
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In the case of France and Germany, however, the table shows statistically insignificant  

estimates for d1. These pairs nevertheless display highly significant estimates of  (at the 

1 % level), which suggests that in these cases long-run persistence to shocks, indicated 

by the  parameter, dominates over short-run persistence, indicated by the  parameter.  

According to Table 6, the scalar parameter estimates fulfil the non-negative condition for 

the full sample. Additionally, these parameters have a combined value which is less than 

unity ( +  < 1) throughout the sample, implying that the time-dependent correlations 

are mean-reverting. The sums of these estimated parameters vary across different 

country pairs and levels and in relative terms especially China, Japan, India and Russia 

stand out with low parameter sums for many of the timescales. Conversely, Canada and 

Brazil tend to display relatively high sums. A sum very close to 1 is interpreted to indicate 

that the dynamic process has a long memory, meaning that the effects from shocks tend 

to die out slowly. On the other hand, a lower sum indicates a quicker reversion to the 

long-run level. 

For larger timescales, precisely from d4 onward, the estimates of  become higher than 

the estimates of . From Figure 2 in a previous section, namely 5.1, we can recall that 

overall details d4-d6 have very small elements compared to details d1-d3. Therefore, this 

shift regarding the estimates of  and  comes partly from correlating sequences which 

have a lot of values close to zero. Lehkonen & Heimonen (2014) make a rather similar 

observation of smaller estimates of  in their obtained results for details d4-d6 which 

they attribute to less persistent volatility in the sample associated with larger timescales. 

In the next section, where the dynamic conditional correlations are plotted in figures, we 

can observe how this shift is observable in a graphical setting. 

6.1.1 Dynamic conditional correlation 

In Figures 3-6 the pairwise dynamic conditional correlations associated with different 

timescales are illustrated over the examined decade. The correlations between the U.S. 

and the G6 countries and between the U.S. and the BRIC countries are presented in 

separate figures. This is intended to make it easier to distinguish if there are clear 

differences in co-movement when accounting for the level of economic development. 

Moreover, the dynamic conditional correlations corresponding to the smaller timescales, 

i.e., d1-d3, are plotted in Figures 3 and 5, representing the G7 and BRIC country pairs 

respectively. The correlations for d4-d6 are illustrated in Figures 4 and 6 following a 

similar divide. 
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In the graphs certain dates have been marked as vertical lines which represent events 

with potentially significant impact on market linkage from the U.S. perspective. These 

include the following dates and related events: 

- May 18, 2017. The Trump Administration sends a 90-day notification to 

Congress of the United States informing them of intentions to launch 

renegotiations of the North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), a trade 

agreement the U.S. entered with Canada and Mexico in 1994. Renegotiations 

were concluded on September 30, 2018. (Villareal & Ferguson, 2019)  

- July 6, 2018. The United States implements a 25 % tariff on imports from 

China. Retaliatory responses back and forth further escalates the trade conflict 

throughout July and beyond.  The effects of the so-called U.S. China trade war 

are discussed in Liu & Woo (2018). 

The first date is included in the graphs with the G6 countries and the second date is 

included in the graphs involving the BRIC countries. 

6.1.1.1 Dynamic conditional correlation: the U.S. and G6 markets 

At the smaller timescales the U.S. generally displays moderate to high correlation levels 

with the G6 countries. Canada, which from a regional perspective is closest to the U.S., 

clearly shows the strongest co-movement with the U.S. at the smallest timescale. The 

U.S.-European country pairs on the other hand appear to cluster together and display 

moderately high correlation levels oscillating around 0.6 and from late 2012 onwards 

shift slightly down to levels closer to around 0.5. A clear outlier for the smaller timescales 

is Japan which at the smallest timescale generally displays negative co-movement with 

the U.S., although the average correlation level still lies close 0.  

Each of the country pairs exhibit some time-variation over the examined time period, 

but especially the U.S.-Canada pair shows a volatile co-movement behaviour. This is 

especially evident during 2017, although the strong correlation time-variation of this pair 

is evident throughout the examined period. The increased time-variation in 2017 could 

potentially be linked to NAFTA renegotiations but the exact date of the announcement is 

not immediately followed by any drastic changes in the co-movement levels. 

As the timescale increases from 2-4 days (level 1) to 8-16 days (level 3) and we consider 

details d1 to d3, the graphs show an increase in time-variation and correlation levels 

fluctuate between more extreme values. While we can observe more instances of negative 
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correlation, these periods are quite short-lived. For d3 the co-movement between the 

country pairs exhibits clustering but Japan remains a discernible outlier and displays 

relatively weaker co-movement with the U.S. This is especially noticeable during the first 

few years of the investigated period. Overall the average co-movement levels appear to 

shift upwards as the timescale increases but the volatility of the time-varying correlation 

increases likewise. 

  

Figure 3 Pairwise DCC: The U.S and G6 countries (d1-d3) 

 

Moving onto Figure 4, the overall pattern observable in the graphs, as the timescale 

increases further, is of the dynamic correlations increasing in magnitude. The volatility 

of the time-varying correlations is much higher compared to the smaller timescales. As 

mentioned in section 6.1, the details d4-d6 include very small elements and the 

conditional correlations based on these sequences thereby appear erratic in the plots. At 

the largest timescale, the fluctuations move between values of virtually perfect positive 

correlation and the -0.9 level.  
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Figure 4 Pairwise DCC: The U.S. and G6 countries (d4-d6) 

 

6.1.1.2 Dynamic conditional correlation: the U.S. and BRIC countries 

In Figure 5, time varying correlations between the U.S. and the BRIC countries for the 

three smallest timescales are illustrated. In general terms, the U.S. displays weaker co-

movement with China, India and Russia compared to the levels observed for the G6 

sample. These country pairs also display quite closely clustered correlation levels, where 

we see China generally exhibiting the weakest co-movement with the U.S. Additionally, 

in contrast to most of the G6 sample, these market pairs also frequently fluctuate 

between positive and negative correlation levels, which roughly range between 0.5 and -

0.25. 

Brazil, on the other hand, displays moderately high co-movement with the U.S. The 

correlation levels are comparable to the ones observed previously for the E.U. markets 

(around 0.55). The co-movement for this pair is volatile, however, and increasingly so 

after 2013, which sets it apart from the characteristics observed for the U.S-E.U. country 

pairs.   

For d2 as well as for d3, the graphs show a shift towards higher magnitudes of the 

dynamic correlation, in a similar manner as we observed in Figure 3. Equally, the 

correlations begin to move more in clusters as the timescale associated with the paired 

series increases. At the third smallest timescale China still maintains its position of 
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comoving least with the U.S. The correlation relationship between China and the U.S. 

doesn’t observably experience radical change in the period following the U.S. 

implementing tariffs against Chinese imports. It is worth noting, however, that the 

investigated time period for this study ends about 6 months after the tariff 

announcements.   

 

Figure 5 Pairwise DCC: the U.S. and BRIC countries (d1-d3) 

 

Echoing observations made regarding the larger timescales for the G6 group, Figure 6 

on the next page shows conditional correlations increasing in magnitude as the timescale 

increases. The co-movement evolution in d4-d6 is also increasingly volatile. Especially 

when it comes to the observations of negative co-movement, the BRIC markets show 

values closer to perfect negative correlation compared to those we observed for the 

developed markets. Clustering is also apparent in the graphs and while the countries do 

not necessarily experience simultaneous fluctuation in their co-movement with the U.S., 

the correlation levels appear to largely vary across the same values. It is therefore difficult 

to make any individual observations beyond the plots once again looking very erratic.  
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Figure 6 Pairwise DCC: the U.S. and BRIC countries (d4-d6) 

 

6.1.2 Discussion 

Figures 3-6 show that in general terms, the countries that display the strongest co-

movement with the U.S. are Canada, Brazil and the European countries of the G7. 

According to the same graphical illustrations the least comoving countries with the U.S. 

are China and Japan and to a lesser extent India and Russia. This contradicts the notion 

that the developed markets should co-move most with each other as Japan and Brazil 

appear as outliers among their groupings according to level of development. At the 

largest timescales, however, this deviation from their groups was largely absent. 

One aspect that distinguished the BRIC countries from the developed group was the 

volatility of their co-movement with the U.S. The time-varying correlation estimated 

between the U.S. and the BRIC countries fluctuated more intensely, and the difference 

to the G6 group was noticeable at both smaller and larger timescales. There were 

exceptions, e.g., for d1 Canada’s co-movement with the U.S. was more volatile than the 

co-movement between the Asian BRIC countries and the U.S.  

Lehkonen & Heimonen (2014) questions whether it is justified to consider the BRIC 

countries to constitute a homogeneous group to compare against, since they observed 

similarly strong co-movement between the U.S. and Brazil but not with the other BRIC 

countries. Regional belonging could potentially be a factor that explains this when one 
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takes into account that the only other country belonging to the Americas region, Canada, 

was observed to co-move most with the U.S. Additionally, an explanation for why Japan 

stands out in the developed group could be traced to observations made in Rua & Nunes 

(2009). They note that low return correlation values between the U.S. and Japanese 

stock markets are attributed to differences in the industry mixes of the respective stock 

markets.  

Regarding the timescale-dependency of the return co-movement, Figures 3-6 suggest 

that co-movement intensity increases with the timescale associated with the decomposed 

return series. The diversification benefits from adding international stocks from the 

selected markets to a U.S. equity portfolio thereby appears to accrue most strongly to 

investors with short investment horizons. At shorter time horizons, Japan offers the best 

diversification benefits among the G6, while the BRIC markets excluding Brazil generally 

offer better diversification benefits than the developed markets do.  

Brief descriptive statistics for the estimates of dynamic conditional correlations are 

included in Appendix 1. 

6.2 Results of the bivariate setup with the U.K.  

To examine whether there is a discernible effect from the results of the 2016 Brexit 

referendum on the interdependence between the U.K. stock market and some of its close 

European trade partners we repeat the process above with a smaller data sample. The 

pairings involve the U.K. and each of the remaining European Union members of the G7, 

i.e., France, Germany and Italy (later referred to as the Euro Area countries), for a total 

of three unique country pairs.  

The 2016 United Kingdom European Union membership referendum, here referred to 

by its commonly used name the Brexit referendum, was held on June 23rd, 2016, and 

the outcome of the referendum meant the U.K. was to start the process of leaving the 

E.U. at a future date not included in the selected time period for this study. During the 

time period investigated here, the U.K. is thereby still a part of the E.U.’s single market. 

This study focuses on whether the mere fact that the U.K. voted to leave the E.U. had a 

discernible impact on the co-movement between stock market returns of the U.K. and 

the Euro Area countries.   

The results of the DCC-GARCH(1,1) fitted to our smaller data sample is presented below 

in Table 7. Firstly, the table shows highly statistically significant estimates for the 
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parameters throughout the sample, indicating the presence of dynamic conditional 

correlations between the market pairs at every timescale. Furthermore, none of the 

estimates of  and  are negative and the sums of these estimates add up to less than 

unity, indicating that for this sample as well the dynamic processes are mean-reverting.   

For d1-d3, the table shows a high level of persistence for the time-varying correlations 

(around or above 0.9). From d4 onwards, the estimates of  begin to exceed the estimates 

of , echoing similar observations made regarding the results in Section 6.1.  

Table 7 Results of DCC-GARCH(1,1) with the U.K. as a reference country 

d1 α β α+β 

France 0.1579*** 0.7773*** 0.9352 

Germany 0.1696***  0.7270*** 0.8966 

Italy 0.1446*** 0.7732*** 0.9178 

d2 α β α+β 

France 0.1871***  0.7387*** 0.9258 

Germany 0.2262*** 0.6766*** 0.9028 

Italy 0.2110*** 0.7008*** 0.9118 

d3 α β α+β 

France 0.3044***  0.6461*** 0.9505 

Germany 0.2946*** 0.6612*** 0.9558 

Italy 0.2951*** 0.6478*** 0.9429 

d4 α β α+β 

France 0.6793*** 0.1118*** 0.7911 

Germany 0.5499*** 0.1944*** 0.7443 

Italy 0.6825***  0.1038*** 0.7863 

d5 α β α+β 

France 0.7376*** 0.1312*** 0.8688 

Germany 0.7452*** 0.1277*** 0.8729 

Italy 0.7205*** 0.1624*** 0.8829 

d6 α β α+β 

France 0.7100*** 0.2304*** 0.9404 

Germany 0.7103*** 0.2372*** 0.9475 

Italy  0.7768*** 0.1486*** 0.9254 
∗∗∗ Denotes significance at 1% level. ∗∗ Denotes significance at 5% level. ∗ Denotes significance at 10% level. 

6.2.1 Dynamic conditional correlation: the U.K. and the E.U. markets 

The time-varying conditional correlations are plotted in Figures 7-8. The Brexit 

referendum date is highlighted as a vertical dashed line in the graphs. Firstly, the graphs 
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show an overall relationship of very strong co-movement between the U.K. and the E.U. 

markets over the entire period. From Figure 7 it is notable that at the smallest timescale 

the correlations rarely demonstrate negative values, while on the other hand for d2 and 

d3 the instances of negative correlation are slightly more frequent and pronounced.  

In the immediate post-Brexit referendum period, there appears to be a “spike” in 

correlation, noticeable in all details d1-d3 included in Figure 7. It is nonetheless most 

prominent for d3, with increased co-movement persisting for some months. After the 

“spike” in correlation the relationships become more dynamic once again and relatively 

volatile compared to the earlier years in the sample. For d1 the co-movement appears to 

increase in 2018 reaching similar levels to what we observed at the beginning of the time 

period. 

 

Figure 7 Pairwise DCC: the U.K. and Euro Area countries (d1-d3) 

The time-varying conditional correlations plotted in Figure 8 for d4-d6 show similar 

clustering and “erratic” conditional correlation behaviour as previously observed for the 

sample where the U.S. acted as a reference country. There are observably more and 

stronger negative correlation observations for the larger timescales, but this is contrasted 

by the periods of strong correlation becoming more frequent and enduring. It is difficult 

to distinguish any specific events from the plots and the period after the Brexit 

referendum date does not stand out from the overall sampling period.  
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Figure 8 Pairwise DCC: the U.K. and Euro Area countries (d4-d6) 

 

6.2.2 Discussion 

Figures 7 and 8 show that over the studied time period there exists a generally strong co-

movement relationship between the U.K. and the Euro Area countries. As noted in a 

previous section, financial market integration tends to be higher for areas with 

homogeneous financial regulations and so the strong co-movement is not surprising in 

this sense. The dynamic correlation levels average between 0.7-0.8 across the different 

timescales. 

In this sample, all the markets involved are characterised as belonging to the developed 

group and are also closely connected from a regional perspective. From the U.K. investor 

perspective, the Euro Area countries in the sample appear to offer weak diversification 

benefits based on the high co-movement observed. The diversification opportunities are 

slightly more beneficial at the smaller timescales, but here the correlation levels are still 

noticeably stronger compared to our previous observations with the U.S. investor focus.  

The second part of this setup involves examining the impact of the Brexit referendum. 

As noted previously, the immediate post referendum period is observable in Figure 7 

where the time-varying correlations associated with the smaller timescales are 

illustrated. In the short-term aftermath of the vote the correlations spike for each of the 

country pairs and over the remaining one and a half years of the examined period the 
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correlations experience a high degree of time-variation. For the larger timescales we do 

not observe similar phenomena. This indicates that the Brexit referendum results fits 

into the category of ephemeral factors which only affect market behaviours in the form 

of short-term shocks.  

Some descriptive statistics for the estimates of dynamic conditional correlations when 

fitting the DCC-GARCH(1,1) model to the sample with the U.K. as a reference country 

are included in Appendix 2. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper investigates the time-varying bivariate co-movement between international 

stock market returns for a set of major equity indices. The selected indices represent the 

major stock markets of the G7 countries and the BRIC countries. This paper firstly paired 

the U.S. index with the remaining 10 equity indices in the sample, and then secondly, in 

a smaller setup, paired the U.K. index with the remaining European equity indices in the 

G7 (France, Germany and Italy).  

To estimate and examine time-varying co-movement, this study used a combination of 

wavelet analysis and DCC-GARCH model. The inclusion of wavelet analysis, specifically 

maximum overlap discrete wavelet transform, allows for the comparison of how the co-

movement varies over different timescales, while the DCC-GARCH modelling approach 

allows the co-movement to be tracked in time. 

The time-varying estimates of conditional correlation are of special interest to investors 

when it comes to portfolio allocation and risk management. By investigating time-scale 

dependent co-movement the study takes into account that investors have different 

frequencies of investment activity, e.g., passive or active investment styles, and are 

interested in co-movement over different time horizons.  

The broader results of this study support the presence of dynamic conditional 

correlations between the returns of the selected U.S. equity index and corresponding 

indices representing the stock markets of the remaining G7 countries and the BRIC 

countries. A similar conclusion was made when pairing the U.K. equity index with the 

corresponding indices of France, Germany and Italy.  

The co-movement was weaker for the smaller timescales used in this study and thus the 

diversification benefits appeared to be concentrated over shorter investment horizons. 

Regional belonging appeared to influence return co-movement to some extent. Canada 

exhibited the strongest return co-movement with the U.S. and the U.K. exhibited strong 

co-movement with France, Germany and Italy. Furthermore, the relatively weak co-

movement observed between the U.S. and the BRIC markets, excluding Brazil, signals 

the existence of a developmental factor in stock market co-movement. Nevertheless, the 

BRIC countries do not appear to constitute a homogeneous group since Brazil deviates 

by displaying moderate co-movement with the U.S. at the smaller timescales.  
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The greatest diversification benefits were observed between the U.S. and the Asian 

countries used in this study. Japan displayed particularly weak correlation with the U.S. 

over the examined time period as did China. India and Russia also displayed weak 

correlation but to lesser degrees than the two other markets.  

Finally, the Brexit referendum results were observed to influence the co-movement 

between the U.K. and the other three European countries of the G7 at the smaller 

timescales. In the immediate post-referendum period these country pairs displayed a 

noticeable increase in their co-movement which lasted for several months. The same 

effect was not observed for the larger timescales. 

7.1 Suggestions for further research 

This study only considers co-movement between stock market returns and therefore one 

could expand the scope to also look at co-movement of returns of different asset classes.  

Another potential extension of this study would be to explore a portfolio allocation 

strategy based on the timescale-dependent co-movement observations. Portfolios with 

different holding periods could be constructed according to low-correlation criteria. If 

one wants to compare or evaluate the performance of internationally diversified 

portfolios one might want to use a dataset involving more countries than used in this 

study. 
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APPENDIX 1 DCC DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: U.S. AS A 
REFERENCE COUNTRY, D1, D3 & D6 

d1 correlation 

 Mean Max Min SD 

Canada 0.6990 0.9586 -0.2220 0.1547 

UK 0.5217 0.8636 -0.0896 0.1265 

France 0.5557 0.8148 0.0562 0.1347 

Germany 0.5473 0.7820 0.1625 0.1240 

Italy  0.5165 0.8829 0.0190 0.1024 

Japan -0.1191 0.3685 -0.5001 0.1021 

Brazil 0.5336 0.8590 -0.2707 0.1985 

Russia 0.3232 0.7531 -0.3466 0.1339 

India 0.1943 0.7659 -0.4338 0.1368 

China 0.0465 0.4877 -0.5619 0.1356 

d3 correlation 

 Mean Max Min SD 

Canada 0.7029 0.9734 -0.5219 0.2635 

UK 0.6756 0.9756 -0.6652 0.2903 

France 0.6671 0.9733 -0.5841 0.2755 

Germany 0.6514 0.9721 -0.7147 0.3022 

Italy  0.5888 0.9634 -0.6426 0.3024 

Japan 0.3285 0.8562 -0.7737 0.3030 

Brazil 0.5890 0.9509 -0.6635 0.3048 

Russia 0.4541 0.9219 -0.7182 0.3522 

India 0.4580 0.9113 -0.5955 0.3268 

China 0.1520 0.8841 -0.7790 0.3797 

d6 correlation 

 Mean Max Min SD 

Canada 0.6331 0.9995 -0.8935 0.5709 

UK 0.6262 0.9993 -0.8615 0.5715 

France 0.6278 0.9986 -0.8595 0.5314 

Germany 0.6021 0.9992 -0.8960 0.6051 

Italy  0.5072 0.9987 -0.9082 0.6810 

Japan 0.5151 0.9982 -0.8862 0.6159 

Brazil 0.3489 0.9929 -0.9384 0.7451 

Russia 0.3966 0.9984 -0.8959 0.7167 

India 0.3981 0.9986 -0.9264 0.7415 

China 0.2532 0.9977 -0.9363 0.7781 
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APPENDIX 2 DCC DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: U.K. AS REFERENCE 
COUNTRY D1, D3 AND D6 

 

 

d1 correlation 

 Mean Max Min SD 

France 0.8110 0.9733 -0.2289 0.1299 

Germany 0.7875 0.9772 -0.2771 0.1372 

Italy 0.7238 0.9325 -0.1710 0.1464 

d3 correlation 

 Mean Max Min SD 

France 0.7822 0.9894 -0.6334 0.2389 

Germany 0.7562 0.9861 -0.6547 0.2570 

Italy 0.6957 0.9777 -0.6178 0.2839 

d6 correlation 

 Mean Max Min SD 

France 0.7340 0.9992 -0.8574 0.5085 

Germany 0.6943 0.9993 -0.9061 0.5507 

Italy 0.6127 0.9989 -0.8816 0.6148 


